
Neighborhood Portfolio Follow-up       3/13/12 

 

� Cross walk update 

� I’ve contacted a gentleman who works for Morrison & Maierle (M&M) and this is what I’ve gotten so far:   

1. A RID (Rural Improvement District) with maintenance where one doesn’t already exist through 

city taxes is used for Ousel Falls Road maintenance & upkeep; which we are participating in 

already. 

2. It’s been suggested to put the cross-walk where it’s the most visible to give drivers a fair amount 

of warning before the cross-walk either with signs & flashing lights or another warning system 

3. FLM is included in Schedule 1 and Schedule 2 maintenance, which means we probably wouldn’t 

need to pay for painting, but possibly signs (approx. $100 each) 

4. My contact with M&M will be up to Big Sky this week and will get in touch with me as the best 

location he would suggest putting the cross-walk.  M&M likes to look at liability first and make 

sure it’s in the correct place before moving forward in this process. 

 

� Grooming Ousel Falls Trail down to Firelight (just 1 idea) 

� Contacted Lone Mountain Ranch (LMR) about extending the trail system from Town Center area down 

Ousel Falls Trail to Firelight, but have a few questions: 

1. Who owns the lot for sale next to the apartments? 

2. Do we have other Park/ Open space easements on campus? 

� Contacted BSCC to find out what the easement is on the Ousel Falls Trail because LMR needs a width of 

16 feet for the snow cat 

� The Town Center Area is groomed every-other day and costs about $18,000; which would cost us 

significantly less because the work would be less 

� Homeowners & Renters would be able to purchase LMR passes at a discount; approximately $52 for the 

year.  There would be a certain number of passes issued per household from a list. 

 

� Recycling Program 

� I contacted Full Circle Recycling (Dave Leveritt) and his quote is coming 

 

� Welcome Baskets 

� I contacted Big Sky Blooms regarding the cost for a “welcome” or “new home” plant ~ growers plants 

which vary is about $65 or potted orchids which are about $85 or $75 for fruit basket.  He’s flexible with 

cost and would be more than happy to tailor to our needs depending on what we could afford. 

� Do we have a FLM logo/ letterhead that I could use to prepare a letter to new owners? 

� Is there someone who notifies the board when a new owner buys a property so one of us could hand 

deliver a welcome basket?  Once this is approved, of-course. 
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� Spring Fling Clean-up Party 

� Sunday, June 10th ~ Pick up garbage, clean the grounds and surrounding area 

� Could send out flyers and ask for volunteers, post of the web-site 

� Could also have a pot-luck celebration either at someone’s house or over in the park area 

� Other thoughts/ suggestions? 

 


